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Domestic and 

International CO2

Low Capital Cost CO2

Eliminating around 5-6Mt of CO2 per year by 2027, starting with existing 

CO2 emissions from the St Fergus gas terminal.

Pipeline reuse 

420km of existing offshore pipeline suitable for CO2 transport goes 

offshore from St Fergus. 

World class CO2 stores

An independently verified  CO2 store, with multiple growth opportunities.

Establishing the CCS infrastructure

A catalyst for clean growth

A major hydrogen production and CCS hub at St Fergus.

An economic opportunity for the deep-water port at Peterhead to include 

CO2 import facilities.

Enabling infrastructure to underpin a Net Zero Scottish Industrial Cluster.

An  international CO2 storage hub in the Central North Sea, importing CO2

from Europe and other regions.

: Overview

Acorn can be rapidly scaled to support exciting new low carbon 

technologies like Direct Air Capture & Storage (DACS).



: A catalyst for clean growth

Decarbonising industry

of Scotland’s large site emissions are 

within 50km of Feeder 10, a natural 

gas pipeline ready for reuse. 

CO2 import facilities

from St Fergus gas terminal, Peterhead Port 

offers huge development opportunities for 

CO2 import. 

H2 production hub

of all natural gas currently 

used in the UK comes 

onshore at St Fergus.

of the UK’s CO2 storage lies within 

50km of the St Fergus pipeline 

corridors - enabling rapid scale up to 

support new low carbon technologies.

35%

8Miles

90%

World class storage

~30%Domestic and 

International CO2



: Who is developing Acorn & the Scottish Cluster?

Co-funded by the  

Connecting Europe Facility 

of the European Union 

PCI Acorn SAPLING, Action 

12.2-0036

Acorn Project partners

Government support

#BackTheScottishCluster

Lead Developer
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theacornproject.uk
: www.backthescottishcluster.co.uk

15,100
By deploying CCS, hydrogen and Direct Air Capture technologies in Scotland, the

Scottish Cluster could support an average of 15,100 jobs between 2022-2050,

comprising 6,200 direct jobs and 8,900 supply chain jobs.

20,600 Total Scottish Cluster jobs are expected to peak at 20,600 in 2031

2022 The Cluster is bidding to be part of the UK Government’s CCS track 1 cluster

programme, and could start supporting jobs as early as 2022

: Economic Impacts

3.7GW
Hydrogen production with an expected capacity of 3.7GW by the mid 2030’s will

account for the highest proportion of the direct and indirect jobs supported by the

Scottish Cluster

http://www.backthescottishcluster.co.uk/


“CCS is a necessity, 
not an option.”
Committee on Climate Change, May 2019


